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19 “Substellar Companions” 

What’s a Planet? 

Weissman, P. R., et al. (Eds.) (1999), Encyclopedia of the Solar System, 1 ed., 992 pp., Academic Press. 

 



~150 Exoplanets (200 by press time) 

Orbits 

Transits! 

Densities!! 

McFadden, L.-A., et al. (Eds.) (2007), Encyclopedia of the Solar System, 2 ed., 966 pp., Academic Press. 





¨  Decadal Survey for solar system science 
highlights connections between exoplanet 
systems and planetary science goals 
throughout the document 
¡  Origins of planetary systems 
¡  Architecture  - orbits, planet migration, planetary 

size/mass 
¡  Giant planets in the solar system as laboratories for 

understanding exoplanets 
¡   Habitable zones  
¡  Need for understanding the solar system ice giants, 

Uranus and Neptune – New Flagship mission 
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Building New Worlds
•  What were the initial stages, conditions 

and processes of solar system formation 
and the nature of the interstellar matter 
that was incorporated?  

•  How did the giant planets and their 
satellite systems accrete, and is there 
evidence that they migrated to new 
orbital positions? 

•  What governed the accretion, supply of 
water, chemistry, and internal 
differentiation of the inner planets and 
the evolution of their atmospheres, and 
what roles did bombardment by large 
projectiles play?  
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Planetary Habitats
•  What were the primordial sources 

of organic matter, and where does 
organic synthesis continue today? 

•  Did Mars or Venus host ancient 
aqueous environments conducive 
to early life, and is there evidence 
that life emerged? 

•  Beyond Earth, are there modern 
habitats elsewhere in the solar 
system with necessary conditions, 
organic matter, water, energy, and 
nutrients to sustain life, and do 
organisms live there now?  
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Workings of Solar Systems
•  How do the giant planets serve as 

laboratories to understand the Earth, the 
solar system and extrasolar planetary 
systems? 

•  What solar system bodies endanger and 
what mechanisms shield the Earth’s 
biosphere?

•  Can understanding the roles of physics, 
chemistry, geology, and dynamics in 
driving planetary atmospheres and 
climates lead to a better understanding 
of climate change on Earth?

•  How have the myriad chemical and 
physical processes that shaped the solar 
system operated, interacted, and 
evolved over time?  



From “Vision and Voyagers for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022, NRC, 2011 



•  Planetary Migration investigated in the  
  solar system for many years 
•  Discovery of ‘hot Jupiters’ shows that 
   migration is a common process 
•  “Nice Model” for the solar system now  
  the current working hypothesis – in latest 
  version Jupiter may have come in to  
  <2  au.    

From “Vision and Voyagers for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022, NRC, 2011 



From “Vision and Voyagers for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022, NRC, 2011 



Uses methodology developed to explain volatile and noble 
gas enrichment in Jupiter to address constraints on structure 
and composition of transiting hot Jupiter HD189733b 



St 

Uses methodology developed to explain proportions of silicate and metal versus 
condensed volatile  ices in the solar system as a function of the C/O ratio of nebular 
gas.  Uses measured host star composition to calculate composition of condensates. 

Stellar C/O = 0.71 
Silicate+Metal rich 
No H2O ice 
CO ice if cold nebula 

Stellar C/O = 0.55 
Silicate+Metal rich 
 H2O ice 
CO ice if cold nebula 

Stellar C/O = 0.35 
Silicate+Metal poor 
H2O ice rich 
CO ice if cold nebula 



Evidence for subsurface liquid water oceans on icy  
satellites has extended the concept of the HZ beyond 
‘orbital distance required for liquid water at the surface’. 



From “Vision and Voyagers for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022, NRC, 2011 
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Flagship Priority 3: Uranus Orbiter 
and Probe

•  Uranus and Neptune belong to a distinct class of planet: 
the Ice Giants
-  Small hydrogen envelopes

-  Dominated by heavier elements

-  The only class of planet that has never been explored in 
detail

•  Orbiter to perform remote sensing of planet’s 
atmosphere, magnetic field, rings, and satellites.

•  Atmospheric entry probe.

•  Potential for new discoveries comparable to Galileo at 
Jupiter and Cassini at Saturn.

•  Uranus is preferred over Neptune for 2013-2022 for 
practical reasons involving available trajectories, flight 
times, and cost.
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